
From: Christina Davis
To: Nelson, Adam
Subject: RE: ENSP Consultation for RRE0009118
Date: Thursday, July 03, 2014 2:06:47 PM

Hi Nelson,
Thank you for the message and attached materials and map. It is not clear to me why you
 would have gotten a "yes" for T/E presence so you may want to investigate that further. I can
 tell you that it is not because of piping plover.
 
After reviewing the information that you sent and trusting that all work will be completed
 within the existing footprint of the developed part of the property, we find that there will be
 no affect on piping plovers.  This finding means that consultation with USFWS will not be
 triggered and the applicant can move forward without any additional review for piping
 plovers. 
 
chris
Christina Davis 
Endangered and Nongame Species Program
NJ Division of Fish and Wildlife
2201 County Route 631
Woodbine, NJ 08270
 
p.609.628.1919
f. 609.628.2734

From: Nelson, Adam <anelson@gfnet.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 1, 2014 11:41 AM
To: Christina Davis
Cc: Kristen Maines; Theresa Albanese
Subject: Fwd: ENSP Consultation for RRE0009118
 
Dear Christina:

We are performing a site specific (Tier II) review of a project site in Monmouth County,
 following the completion of the Tier I Environmental Assessment as part of New Jersey's
 Rehabilitation, Reconstruction, Elevation, and Mitigation (RREM) Program.  I am writing to
 request that you provide us with a determination of project effects for this site.  

The project location is 5 Island View Way, Unit 11 in Sea Bright (PAMS Pin: 1342_1.05_11).
  The project involves reconstruction and elevation of a residential structure that was
 damaged by Superstorm Sandy.  The NJDEP HUD Environmental Review Tool 2.1 shows Piping
 Plover layer to nearby but outside of the project site (see the attached endangered species
 map), however, centroid data returns a "yes" for the presence of state and federally listed
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 endangered animals.  

A shapefile of the project site is attached.  We appreciate your efforts in helping us resolve
 this matter.  Please let me know if there are additional materials that you need from us.  

Thank You,
Adam

-- 
Adam P. Nelson | Environmental Scientist 
Gannett Fleming, Inc. | P.O. Box 67100, Harrisburg, PA 17106-7100
t 717.763.7212 x2009 | anelson@gfnet.com
Gannett Fleming is ISO 9001:2008 Certified.
www.gannettfleming.com | Stay connected: Twitter | Facebook | Linkedin | YouTube
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